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n November 1998, after hosting a
couple of multiple-night tours and in
the midst of planning Say Ya! to da U.P,
eh? ‘99 tour I put together what I’d observed and learned from joining and leading Miata Club tours into a “Trip Planning
Guide.” The idea for this planning guide
came about when I overheard comments
from another Windy City Miata Club member to the effect of "I could never plan a
trip like this." It struck me that, for the
WCMC trip participant, it must seem a little
overwhelming! You’re presented with a
packet of instructions, the CB channel to
tune to, and off you are taken on any one
of our club’s wondrous, twisty-turny, funpacked trips. You return at the end of the
day or weekend richer in experience,
poorer in pocket book, and usually pretty
tired. "How do they do that?" someone
asked. The complete guide survives on
our website (under the Tour/Trip Schedule
section). In March of 2002, our club
president Leonie O’Donohoe asked me to
serialize the guide for the newsletter, in
order to help folks who may be contemplating hosting a tour. Harris Barbier
suggested I pull the 3 installments together into one coherent article. So,
here’s a complete version that will highlight the guide and provide you with some
tips for planning your own WCMC tour.
Tour planning falls into 3 parts: Initial
Planning, Detailed Planning and Execution.
We begin with Initial Planning.

Initial Planning

tour begins with an inspiration: a
E very
great road, a great attraction, or a

great landscape. You need to be in love
with what you want to share, because that
love will sustain you through the more
mundane and tedious aspects of creating
your tour. So: begin inspired! Your excitement about your chosen venue will
infect others, and before long, the momentum you’ll need to pull off your tour will
gather sufficiently to propel you on!
Initial planning begins the moment you
have that inspiration (the “Where?” or the
“What?”), and you begin to answer your
own questions of “When?” will the tour be
held and “How?” will we get there. Initial
planning is the conceptual part of the Tour
Planning process.

arrange all the pieces of your tour. Insofar
as you will spend far more time planning
your tour than you will conducting your
tour, you should make the planning stages
as fun for yourself as possible. Use some
vacation days for visiting your tour site
and planning the routes. The more time
you give yourself, the more flexibility you’ll
have to work on the various pieces.
The guide lists plenty of questions about
choosing a hotel. One of the most important considerations is whether or not the
hotel wants our business. You need to
talk with the hotel management, particularly for multi-night stays, to assess if they
are comfortable with groups. A hotel
unprepared for 40 hot, sweaty, roadweary guests arriving at 6 pm on a Friday
night will not get your tour off to a good
start, despite how attractive or quaint the
facility seems in the brochures. This doesn’t mean that you can’t make use of
smaller venues; many a tour has been
planned using just B&B (Bed and Breakfast) spots. The key is that they want our
business.
Some things may demand a lot of lead
time. If you are going to a seasonally
popular spot, you may need to make hotel
reservations a year or more in advance.
At popular places, regular guests often
reserve next year’s spot before they check
out. It’s not unusual to contact the hotel
12-18 months in advance to reserve a
sufficient number of rooms. And that’s
just at the destination(s). You may also
need to have a rough sketch of your route
in the back of your mind so you’ll know
any interim spots where you may want to
stay. When we were planning Say Ya! to
da U.P., eh? ’99 tour we knew the Keweenaw Mountain Lodge in Copper Harbor, MI filled up early. I started calling
them in January 1998 for an August ’99
tour. We also knew we would have overnights on the way up north and on the way
back, so we decided to scope out Green
Bay hotels. As our route planning firmed
up, we decided to stay in Iron Mountain,
MI on the way back, to add some variety.

Interestingly, once you’ve booked your
major hotel, you’ve committed to your
tour. So, it’s time to give all the potential
tour participants time to plan. You don’t
need to have all the details. You probably
I think the most important element of Initial know the general dates, but announcing
Planning is “lead time.” Give yourself your tour early gives folks time to budget
plenty of lead time to investigate and and plan for it. Even if it’s a weekend tour,
summer dates fill up fast, and so getting
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your event on the club calendar early will help others have lists of attractions that can supplement your
planning WCMC events to avoid conflicts.
planning. Think of these guidebooks as a first step
to fleshing out your routes, especially if you don’t
The other major initial planning consideration realready have an idea of good/scenic roads that are
volves around the activities you envision once you’ve
available. Many of these are available at your local
arrived at your destination. Even if you are planning
library; check there first before purchasing.
on “doing nothing,” whether it be just driving tours
or lounging at the pool, leave no stone unturned as
to whether such things are possible. Ask! Inquire!
Chat things up with the locals, know what’s happening in town that weekend. Often you can get group
discounts for theatres, attractions or other events.
Knowing what you’ll be doing (more or less) will help
you plan your overall tour, and give you something to
tell people about the tour as you ready for the next
stage, Detailed Planning.

Detailed Planning

basis. These provide the required detail of maps
you’ll need to discover those unique roads that parallel your general route, off the main US Highways
and Interstates and heavily-traveled state highways.
These books are $13-17 and available at better
bookstores and sometimes, Wal-Mart. Get in the
habit of purchasing these books when you are in that
particular state. You can count it as a souvenir!
If your destination is within a day’s Interstate drive,
you can plan on 1½ to 2 times longer to travel the
back roads. You need to balance “getting there”
with the “fun” of getting there. Look for places
where the topography changes, and get off the Interstates from time to time to break up long drives.
Usually 60-90 minutes on the Interstate is plenty
before a 30-45 minute break on the back roads.
Safety is always a prime concern when planning
routes. With a large group of cars, you should avoid
the following situations whenever possible:

E

very tour begins with an inspiration: a great
road, a great attraction, or a great landscape.
Detailed Planning gets down to the “nuts and bolts”
details of how your trip will be executed. In particular,
it covers planning, driving and documenting your
route to/from your destinations and any tours in and
around your destination.
You will expend a significant amount of your total
tour planning time on investigating and driving potential routes. Route planning falls into three Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan: if your tour is
phases: Investigation, Testing, and Confirmation.
taking you to or through any of these states, odds
Investigation involves the fleshing out and initial are that there has already been a WCMC Tour in the
driving of potential route candidates. Testing is the vicinity, so inquire about using or re-using this mate“end-to-end” drive of your chosen route to see if it rial. Ask any of the officers for help in identifying
works for you. (You may or may not yet have all your previous tours that may have gone in the direction
route documentation complete, but it’s good to have you are headed. You may be able to re-use much of
what’s been done. If nothing else, being aware of
it 80% finalized).
other routes used will help you avoid inadvertently
Confirmation is a necessary step to proving in your re-running the same roads in the same way!
documentation. It’s also vital if you tested and approved your route weeks or months before your
actual tour date. You need to insure that all your
routes are still intact (construction, detours, etc.) as
your actual tour date approaches and that your
documentation is (still) accurate.
If your tour is short or close by (my definition: you
can drive to your destination and back in one day),
the Testing and Confirmation stages can often be
combined. Also, you may be in the investigation
phase for one part of your trip, while in the testing
phase for other parts.
How do you figure out which roads to use? Luckily,
before you leave home, there are many excellent
resources and references available to help you. The
three most useful are: published guidebooks, existing
Miata Tour Guides, and the DeLorme County Map
book, sold by state.

• Coming to a divided highway from a minor road
and trying to turn left.
• Coming to a divided highway from a minor road
and trying to cross both lanes directly.
• Left turns in the vicinity of major RR crossings,
especially where there is heavy oncoming traffic.
You can plan around or avoid most of these safety
obstacles, and routing around them is usually not
that difficult.
OK, you have a potential route sketched out, how do
you document it? Here’s a tour-saving tip: use a
hand-held mini-cassette recorder to document your
routes as you are driving them. It beats paper and
pencil hands down. You can make audio notes to
yourself about attractions, hotels, construction, restaurants and other tour essentials, and record the
location, time and distance at each turn of your tour
with a minimum of hassle. When you get back home,
you can transcribe the tape in an hour or so, for a
complete record of your journey.
You’ll collect a large amount of “stuff” as you are
planning your tour. So, keep a large “accordionstyle” folder handy to store brochures and other
hardcopy info you collect. Organize it by “day of
tour” and note which pieces you may want to include
in tour packets (e.g., restaurant menus, hotel brochures, etc.). Be sure to pick up the necessary number of copies while you are there!

Once you get home, what do you do with the route
information? Your route plan is really just a list of
locations and turns that people need to follow, along
with the approximate mileage so that folks can stay
oriented. If you have a computer handy, using a
spreadsheet program like MS-Excel or Lotus 1-2-3
Published guidebooks (for example, National Geomakes entering your recorded information easy. If
graphic’s series Driving Guides to America) can give Finally, the “bible” of route planning is the DeLorme you’ve never used a spreadsheet program, this is an
you a quick “overview” of scenic routes, and often County Map books, available on a state-by-state excellent opportunity to learn. Avoid creating tables
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in word processing documents, which may be easy
initially but are a nightmare to update, change or
re-arrange. See Figure 1 for an example from an
Excel spreadsheet file for how to enter your route
info.
Otherwise, make a table on a piece of paper that
lists the landmark, total miles, incremental miles,
and optionally, elapsed time or time-of-day, and
then start transcribing your tape. Keep 2-3 blank
lines between each entry for easy updating during
the testing phase. You don’t need to list every
intersection along a straight-line route, just the
major ones as milestones or landmarks. Draft your
route after your initial investigation, and then use
this rough documentation to during the Testing
phase to test your route, as if you were a tour
participant. Are the intersections clearly marked?
Are the turns correct? Are the distances generally
accurate?
Here’s another tip: Your route on the back roads
will take longer with many cars than when you drive
it solo. Your average speeds may be as much as
5 mph slower. Plan for longer intervals between
stops or breaks.
After your testing run(s), you should be ready to
finalize your documentation, along with any helpful
map snippets or drawings that can aid your descriptions.
Use this finalized documentation
(Figure 2) on your Confirmation run. It’s very
satisfying, and confidence building, to know that
your planned routes are working and accurate.
While you are absorbed in route planning, there
are other detailed planning tasks that must be
done. This is the stage where you finalize your
restaurant plans, decide on the activities during
your tour, and start building those fun-to-do quizzes or activities that help to fill up boring Interstate
segments of your route.

Let participants know in advance how to contact
you at the starting point; have your cell phone on
or arrange for someone else to handle this function
for you. If possible, collect participant contact info
so you can ring them up in the event they are MIA.
Be ready to hold your drivers’ meeting on time
even if everyone is not present; as tour leader, you
must balance the needs of the group with the
needs of individual participants.

Unless you are hosting a Show-n-Go (follow the
leader) tour, you will need to provide drivers with
your route instructions, perhaps some maps, and
other tour information. As you’ve planned your
tour, you’ve collected brochures and other items of
interests for the packets. Now you need to assemble all the material to distribute sometime during
Your first drivers’ meeting will set the tone for your
your tour, probably at your departure point.
entire trip. Pick a quiet place where everyone can
Large-format envelopes or folders with pockets see and hear; insist that all participants (not just
work well for collecting routes, maps and bro- the drivers) attend. It helps to be organized, as all
chures. Be sure to label the outside with partici- eyes will be on you. Have a list of the things you
pants’ names: that way, not only can it be returned need to cover, and take your time. Defer questions
to the owner if misplaced, but you’ll know by the until the appropriate time during your meeting to
remaining packets who’s not yet arrived at your maintain focus on your chosen topic. Provide
starting point!
participants with a verbal overview of the day; don’t
assume anyone will have studied your packet maIt’s a WCMC tradition to also hand out a small bag
terial yet. Emphasize, and re-emphasize, SAFETY.
of goodies to tour participants; anything from
cookies (even homemade!) to Halloween-style Many people have never driven as a group; be
wrapped assorted candies. If you’ve got a big clear about your expectations for safe and courtegroup, buy the stuff in bulk at Sam’s Club or simi- ous driving. Leave time for questions, make sure
lar. Not looking forward to creating 30 goodie everyone hears the question and the answer.
bags? Put the neighborhood kids to work bagging Introduce and acknowledge the person who volunthe stuff at your dining room table, for as little as teers to sweep. Remind people of the CB channel
(Channel 5). Give people one last chance to use
5% inventory loss!
the bathrooms before queuing up for departure.
Put cars without CBs between cars with radios. Do
a radio check. Depart.
Leaving the metro area, cars will tend to get separated. Periodically pause to collect everyone,
particularly after you cross roads with long lights or
heavy cross-traffic. This will deter folks from rushing to “catch up” and help the sweeper car stay in
contact with you.

Nothing beats making a list of all the things that
need to get done, and your target date for accomplishing them. Add things to your list as you think
of them, check them off when you are done. Don’t
try to “remember” things; use your tape recorder
to capture those thoughts and, if they involve a
“to-do,” then put them on your list. See Figure 4
for an example of a simple project plan / “to do”
list.

Execution

Y

ou’ve spent days, weeks or months researching routes, investigating hotels and restaurants, and planning tour events. Your routes are
timed, the participants are enrolled, and the tour
date is at hand. Whether you’ve planned a multiday tour or an afternoon Show-n-Go, the day will
come when you’ll actually run your tour. Execution
covers the days leading up to your actual tour
date, and the actual running of your tour.

As part of your planning, you picked your starting
point. As the tour leader, get there early to greet
folks. This means being 99% ready the day before, so you can just hop in the car and go. Your
participants will arrive with any number of needs:
gas, food and bathroom, so be on hand to direct
them. Set a firm time for your departure, and let
everyone know when you will have your driver’s
meeting. Hand out your packets as people arrive
and get settled in (needs addressed, top down,
CBs installed, etc.) Have folks sign the waiver
forms as soon as possible. If you have multiple
tasks, (waivers, packets, collecting fees, etc.) designate a helper and put him/her to work with specific instructions.

While most folks probably have WCMC nametags,
not everyone will remember to bring them. With an
ever-growing and changing membership, many
folks may meet for the first time on your tour.
Consider providing name badges for your participants; it makes the whole affair friendlier. Also,
you can use the name badges to remind people
about meal choices, event choices or other tour
info. Use colorful stickers on the badge to indicate
options!
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At each juncture in your trip, (rest stop breaks,
dining, hotels, events) hold a mini-drivers’ meeting
to let everyone know what’s next and what your
plans are. This will keep your tour on schedule and
help people to plan. At restaurants, let folks know
what arrangements you’ve made with respect to
menus or methods of payment. Set a time for
departure, but watch how things are going as service can vary greatly with large groups of people.
Be flexible to change your departure plans if things
are not moving as fast as you’d like.
It’s not an authentic WCMC tour without a detour
and a dirt road! Despite all your planning, the
unexpected will happen! That’s why you “plan” for
contingencies so that even the unexpected can be
(Continued on page 6)

Selected Questions from

Is there a room/lobby for group activities?
Where will people park?
How will people find the hotel? Any pertinent landmarks?
What is the hotel phone number?
Does the hotel have a toll-free number for reservations?
Are the hotel staff/manager friendly and accommodating?
How will tired club members check in quickly?
Are there any instructions/restrictions to share about
registration?

Dave’s Trip Planning Guide

I put together the original guide, I was loathe to imply that there
W hen
was a “right way” and a “wrong way” to do a tour. I wanted, instead,

to provide a resource that would let people come up with their own answers.
Thus, I made the original guide a list of questions to stimulate one’s imagination. I divided it into the sections that reflected the tour planning process
(Initial Planning, Detailed Planning, Execution). Some questions repeat because the context has changed.

Detailed Planning

So, the guide is designed to put you in a place (the Starting Point, the Restaurant, the Hotel), and get you to imagine what might come up when you
are running your tour. Thus, you anticipate and plan versus being surprised
and reacting. All this adds up to a more enjoyable tour experience for you
and your participants.

Departure Point - Planning
What is the starting point? Can people find it easily? Get to it easily?
Is the start point fairly accessible for the geographic distribution of the club?
Is there sufficient parking at the starting point?
What time should people be at the starting point vs. when you want to leave?
Where will people use the bathroom at the start location?
Where will people get gas or food at the starting point?
Route Planning
How many miles should you drive before the first bathroom stop?
How much time should you plan between bathroom stops in the a.m? p.m.?
How many miles should you drive before lunch?
How many miles should you drive before arriving at the hotel?
How many miles should you drive in a single day?
What direction will you be driving? How will local rush hour affect your plans?
What about other cities you will be driving thru/around and their rush hours?
Will you be driving into the sun?
Will you arrive before dark?
Where are the gas stations? Are the gas stations a major brand?
Are the restrooms clean? Sufficient facilities for your group size?
What format will you use to communicate your directions?
What landmarks do you see that will help people find their way?
Can people find their way on their own, with just your directions?
Can someone find their way to the destination, without your directions?
How will you get people in the middle of the pack to attend to the directions?
Does everyone have a C.B.? What about those who do not?
Are there dangerous driving situations or intersections on your route?
How can you avoid them or handle them safely?
What will you do at toll booths? After toll booths?
What will you do if you encounter a detour?
How will a detour affect your route planning? Arrival time?
Are there any dirt/gravel roads in your plans? Have you driven them?
If you are using dirt/gravel roads, what condition might they be in on
your trip?
Are the maps or map segments marked clearly?
Is the typeface legible by all age groups/vision capabilities?
If intersections lack signs/markings, how will you indicate them?
Are the routes marked clearly?
Have you driven all the routes? Have you timed all the routes?
Have you estimated the route timing for the number of people in your
tour vs. just by yourself?
What average speed will you travel over various legs of your trip?
How will you package your material? Are your pages numbered?
Are the maps and the detailed instructions together?
Are your directions usable by solo drivers?
Did you "walk through" your directions for left/right turn confirmation?

I am always looking forward to your thoughts and suggestions to make this
guide more useful. Email me with your questions and comments—DES

Initial Planning
Purpose/Theme
What is the theme or purpose of your trip?
Can you have fun on your trip?
Initial Planning
How soon should you start planning?
Are there detailed maps available? State? County? City?
Have there been other WCMC trips done in your area?
How will you take notes or capture ideas as they come up?
Will there be road construction along your route?
How will you store and organize information you gather about your trip
(brochures, menus, hotel/motel info, etc.)?
Where will you stay & eat while planning your trip?
Dates
Are there other WCMC events planned for your date?
Are the hotels you want available for your dates?
Are any special events/activities scheduled for your dates?
Is the weather a factor in your dates?
Is the sun a factor in your dates?
Is the length of daylight a factor in your dates?
Are there regional events that interfere with your dates?
Are there any major road closings or environmental concerns that may interfere
with your dates (e.g., springtime high water over roads)?
Sizing
What are considerations, if any, that may force a limit on: a) number of cars or
b) # of people?
Lodging
Are the hotel rooms available for your desired dates?
How many rooms should you initially request?
Does the hotel have a reservation deadline?
What form of payment does the hotel accept?
Will the hotel share the list of WCMC guests with you?
Are there enough smoking & non-smoking rooms?
Did you inspect the rooms? Are they modern, clean, in good repair?
What is included in the price? (e.g., breakfast?)
What facilities/amenities does the hotel offer (e.g. pool, whirlpool, etc.) Indoor /
Outdoor?
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Dining
Which meals will your trip include? Are the prices reasonable?
How many people will each restaurant accommodate?
Do the restaurants handle smokers and non-smokers?
Are example menus available to take-with (for the packet)?
What payment methods/credit cards do they take?
Separate checks? One check/table? Pay by group?
What is the automatic gratuity charge, if any?
Did you eat there? How was the food? The service?
Can they accommodate vegetarians?
Where will people park? Is there sufficient parking available?
If the restaurant will be used at night, are the parking lots well lit?
Do the restaurant staff know you are coming? What time you’ll arrive?
How many to expect?
Have you made reservations? Did you confirm them?
Did you talk with the proprietor or simply the hostess?
Are there any "Specials of the Day" you should know about?
Are there serving options available – limited menus, buffets, etc?
Will the restaurant be open when you arrive (seasonal aspects, holidays, etc.)
Is the restaurant owner interested in hosting our group?
Cost
What up-front costs, if any, are there?
What costs should you include in your
registration fees?
Do you get reimbursed for advertising
materials?
How much expense should you plan to
bear for organizing the trip?
Do any aspects of your trip (dining, entertainment) benefit from prepayment?
Fellowship
Does everyone know all the participants?
Are there new club members on your trip? Does everyone have nametags?
Does everyone know which people go with which car?
How will people identify the cars on the trip?
How will people contact each other? Does everyone have a C.B.?
Comfort
How often should you plan for bathroom/snack breaks?
How much time between rest stops in the morning? In the afternoon?
Have you shared a timetable so people can plan their food intake?
What items should you advise people to bring along?
How does temperature, sunshine or the prospect of rain affect your plans?
Entertainment
If there are boring stretches of road, what will you do?
Can everybody participate? Solo drivers? With tops up/tops down?
If you are staying overnight somewhere, what will people do in the evening?
Does the restaurant offer entertainment? Do they know who will be booked
when you are there?
Are there cover charges involved? Can you get group discounts on tickets?
Should everyone pay, or should it be optional?
Does the entertainment relate to the theme of the trip at all?
Packets
What are the things that you need for the packet?
Is there anything special in the packet that people should be aware of?
How will you know who gets which packet?
When will people be able to review packet material?
Is the packet material relevant/required or optional/FYI?
Contingencies
How will you handle detours?

How will you handle bad weather?
How will you handle medical emergencies?
What will you do if the group gets split up?
What will you do if people get lost? If you get lost?
What will you do if you get seriously "off schedule?"
Do you know where to call for current road conditions/construction?
What will you do if the restaurants are full? Closed? Not expecting you?
What will you do if the hotel is full? Closed? Not expecting (all) of you?
What will you do if your car breaks down? If other cars break down?
How will you handle misunderstandings between club members and
service providers?

Execution
Departure Point – Day of Your Trip
What will you do if people arrive late? Don’t show up?
Call because they’re lost?
What time should you arrive at the starting point?
Who will handle waiver signing? Has everyone signed the waiver?
Collecting money from participants? Can you make change?
Who will pass out the directions/packets?
Who will decide when to leave?
How will you know when everyone has arrived/checked in?
What time are you leaving?
How much time should you leave between the stated arrival time and actual
departure time?
Should you leave on time or wait a little bit?
Who is leading? Who is bringing up the rear as the “sweep?”
Will you have a Drivers’ Meeting? What will you say?
What safety aspects do you need to cover before you leave?
How many cars are you leaving with? How many will join you along the way?
Do participants know how many cars to expect?
What if extra, last-minute people just show up?
What if non-club members show up?
Miscellaneous
What items should you remind people to bring for comfort/safety/pleasure?
Did you remind people to bring fresh batteries?
How soon before the trip should you plan to be done with your planning?
Have you considered a post-tour survey for participants to
give you [anonymous] feedback?
Did you unplug the iron? Did you bring your C.B.?
Do you have the packets assembled? Labeled?
Did you remember the goody bags?
Wrap-Up
Have you turned in the waiver forms for the participation contest?
Have you done a WRITTEN post mortem on what went well,
what could be better?
Have you thanked everyone who helped you?
Have you thanked your significant other?
Have you thanked (in WRITING) vendors/restaurants/hotels
who gave you great service?
Have you asked someone to talk about your trip at the next club meeting?
Have you written a newsletter article extolling the wonders of your trip?
Have you refunded people’s money, if any, due to change in plans?
Have you washed your car yet?
Did you have fun? Will you host the same tour, or a new tour?
Can you think of any other items or categories for this document that
will improve it for the next time?
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Figure 1: Transcribing Your Initial Route Planning Run
Elapsed Time is just the difference in two transcribed times.

Here’s an example of using a spreadsheet to record a route. This was from
our first run to the U.P. back in 1998, for our fall 1999 tour, and is by nature,
sketchy. This is a direct transcription from a handheld mini-cassette recorder
of one segment of our 1999 tour. You simply state the location, your odome(Continued from page 3)

ter reading and the time of day in the recorder, with any other observations.
When you return home, enter that info in your spreadsheet. Then you use the
spreadsheet’s capabilities for calculating incremental miles and time between
points.

transformed into a tour memory! As always, keeping people informed and seeking counsel from
other participants when you hit a snag will keep
your group together. As the leader, you bear the
responsibility to make the decision, but you don’t
need to provide every solution. Use your head, and
your DeLorme.

It’s your tour; can you enjoy it? I have found that
planning really pays off in being able to kick back
and “run the program” confident that all the details
are right. You’ve worked hard on creating the
perfect WCMC tour, have fun and enjoy your efforts!
If you run into a jam, don’t be afraid to ask for help,
whether it be an extra pair of hands, advice, or just
support.

Be inclusive. Make sure everyone knows about
impromptu gatherings or side trips. In particular,
make sure new folks get included in spontaneous
activities that often occur between check-in and
dinner, or after dinner if nothing special is planned.
It’s a great time to forge new friendships.

Finally, when you arrive back home, take some time
to reflect on what went well and what could have
been better. Were there things that you didn’t
foresee but wish you’d planned for? Write them
down for the next time. Some folks do a little sur6

vey of participants to see what worked and what
didn’t from their perspective, too. Organize all your
material and keep a copy or two on hand for future
reference. You (or somebody else) may wish to rerun your tour in a year or two. After all, why not
take advantage of all that work with a new group of
participants next year?
There is no “one right way” to do a tour. I hope
this guide has been helpful in organizing your own
ideas, and I welcome suggestions for improvement.
Now, go plan your tour, we are all anxiously awaiting your special event! - Dave Schumacher

Figure 2: Final Route Plan,
After Confirmation Run
Note how Confirmation Data
was used to populate the times
in column D.

Here’s the final version of that same segment, after testing and confirmation. times in column D. (These confirmation data columns were not printed in the
Note the “Confirmation Data” in the 3 rightmost columns; this data was used version handed to participants.) Again, the spreadsheet does the work with
to populate the actual incremental miles in column C as well as the elapsed the miles and times you enter.

Figure 3:
Calculating Time from Speed

Forget to record the time? If you know
the miles and your speed, let the spreadsheet figure it out for you!
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Figure 4: Project Plan / To Do List Example
TOPIC
Trip Date
Preliminary Info to Contact
Hotel Contacts
Reserve Block of Rooms
Research Routes
Preliminary Headcount
Hotel Reservation Info
Hotel Brochures
Hotel Final Guest List
Itinerary Info
Pick Up MI Maps for Pkgs.
Rest Stops/Gas Stops

Complete/Due Date
Jul-97

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7/25/1997
7/31/97 - 8/8/97
37
Complete
Petoskey
9/1/1997
10/1/1997
Complete
1
Lincoln Oasis (G)
Alpine Rd, GR
Traverse City (eve)
Stevensville, MI

Finalize Routes
Chicago to GR Thursday eve.
Complete
GR to Petoskey Friday a.m.
Complete
Friday p.m. to Mackinaw
Complete
Saturday a.m. to Traverse City
Complete
Saturday p.m. tour Leelenau
Sunday a.m. to Beulah
Sunday p.m. Beulah to End
Sunday eve. End to Chicago
TOTALs
Tip o' the Mitt Contacts
Dick Waszkiewicz
Rendezvous Time Saturday, 12:00-12:30
Location Holiday Inn, Traverse City
Restaurants
Thursday Dinner
Friday Breakfast
Friday Lunch
Friday Dinner
Saturday Breakfast
Saturday Lunch
Saturday Dinner
Sunday Brunch
Sunday Dinner
Totals

Responsible
Dina Caters
Autumn
David
Autumn
David
David
Autumn
Autumn
David

Traverse City

G.R.

Other?

2

3

4

Kalkaska

Petoskey (eve)

Times
3:00
5:40
6:00
5:10

Miles
168.2
181.3
132.7
137.6

Stops
2
4
4
2

619.8

Location/Restaurant
Lincoln Oasis
Cadillac Big Boy
Cross Village Legg's
Varies
Petoskey Holiday Inn
Leelenau Blue Bird
T.C. Dill's
Beulah Brookside
Manistee Wendy's

Price Range
$6
$5-$8
$6-$10
$10-$30
$5-$8
$8-$12
$15-$20
$8-$12
$5-$7
$68-$83

Notes
Need Count / Special diet?

Entertainment
Friday Night
Saturday Night
Cost Estimates
Waiver Forms
Insurance Costs
Create Trip Maps
Create Guest Packages
Mail Guest Packages
Trip Package Planning
Goodies
Assemble Trip Packages
Follow up with Contacts
Submit Waiver Forms; copy to Al Brown
Post Mortem

Petoskey On Own
Dill's

Planning List for 7/31 - 8/8
Michigan County Map Book
Michigan Maps
Colored Markers
Laptop PC
Printer
Contact List
Floppy with files
CB Radios
Calculator
Copies of Route Planning Sheets
Camera, Film

9/10/1997
9/10/1997

10/1/1997
10/1/1997
11/1/1997
8

